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BY R ICHAR D SMIR K E
LONDON — Global music sales grew for the sixth
consecutive year in 2020, despite the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic, according to the International
Federation of the Phonographic Industry’s (IFPI)
“Global Music Report 2021.”
Total revenues climbed to $21.6 billion, a rise of
7.4% on the previous year. Driving the growth was a
19.9% rise in streaming revenues, which totaled $9.9
billion last year.
Total streaming (including paid subscription and
ad-supported) grew 19.9% to $13.4 billion, accounting for more than 62% of all recorded music sales and
offsetting a 4.7% fall in physical sales and 10% drop in
performance rights revenues.
IFPI attributed the fall in performance rights (the
use of recorded music by broadcasters and public venues) down to the near-global shutdown of live music
and hospitality venues as a result of the pandemic.
Global sync revenues were also impacted by COVID-19 with filming production delays leading to a 9.4%
drop in income. Sync’s share of total global revenues
stands at 2%, a slight fall on 2019.

TOTAL
IMMERSION

Nevertheless, sustained growth in record sales
as a result of streaming means that the industry has
climbed back above 2003 levels when global revenue
totaled $20.5 billion — at least on an absolute dollar
basis, not counting for inflation. IFPI started reporting
global music sales in 2001 when the recorded music
industry was worth $23.6 billion. Piracy and declining
physical sales saw the market bottom out at $14 billion
in 2014.
As previously reported, BTS topped IFPI’s “Global
Recording Artist of the Year” charts, representing
the bestselling and most popular artists worldwide
in 2020. The K-pop phenomenon also had the year’s
top two highest selling albums with Map of the Soul:
7 (selling 4.8 million units) and BE Deluxe Edition (2.69 million units). The year’s best-selling single
across all digital formats was The Weeknd’s “Blinding Lights,” which generated 2.7 billion subscription
stream equivalents globally.
There are now 443 million users of paid streaming
services worldwide, reports IFPI, up from 341 million
(continued)
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in 2019. Streaming accounted for more than
half of all recorded music revenues in 48
markets, up 12% on last year’s total.
“These are not easy times, but the music
community with its creativity, innovation and determination continues to drive
forward, to an even greater future,” said
IFPI chief executive Frances Moore in the
report’s foreword. She said the rise in revenues at a time of global crisis highlighted
“the enduring power of music to console,
heal and lift our spirits.”
IFPI’s Global Music Report 2021 Key
Figures:
Global music sales up 7.4% to $21.6 billion
Streaming revenues up 19.9% to $13.4
billion
4.7% drop in physical revenues to $4.2
billion
10.1% fall in performance rights revenues
to $2.3 billion
443 million paid music subscribers
Streaming’s share of global music sales:
62%
Excluding streaming, digital revenues
slipped 15.7% with download sales generating just over $1.2 billion for labels,
representing less than 6% of all music sales
worldwide.
CD and vinyl sales totaled $4.2 billion in
trade revenue, accounting for just under
a fifth (19.5%) of the total global market.
Breaking the physical market down, CD
sales were down 11.9% year-on-year, while

vinyl’s ongoing resurgence saw revenues
rise by 23% on 2019, nearly four times the
6.1% growth of vinyl in 2019.
In terms of world markets, the U.S. retains
its long-held number one position with
music sales growing 7.3% in 2020, driven by
an almost 13% rise in streaming revenues.
Japan holds steady in second place despite
experiencing a 2.1% fall in revenues.
The third and fourth biggest markets for
recorded music remain the United Kingdom
(+2.2%) and Germany (+5.1%), respectively.
The rest of the top 10 is made up of France,
South Korea, China, Canada, Australia and
the Netherlands, which replaces Brazil in
10th place.
IFPI does not provide a market-by-market
revenue breakdown.
For the sixth consecutive year, Latin
America was the fastest-growing region
(+15.9%) with streaming revenues up 30%
year-on-year to account for just under
85% of the region’s total music sales. All of
the region’s markets, except Peru, experienced double-digit growth in 2020, Sipho
Dlamini, Universal’s CEO for South Africa
and Sub-Saharan Africa, noted in a Zoom
panel with IFPI.
The market in Asia grew 9.5% overall with
digital revenues making up 50% of total
revenues for the first time, while revenues in
Europe, the world’s second-largest recorded
music region, grew by 3.5% on the back of a
20% rise in streaming revenues.

The combined U.S. and Canada region
grew 7.4% in 2020. Also included in the
“Global Music Report” for the first time is
regional data for Africa and Middle East,
where music sales grew by 8.4%, primarily
driven by the uptake of streaming services in the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA).

AEG to Begin
Rehiring
Furloughed
Workers Next
Week, Full Staff
by Fall
BY DAVE BROOKS

A

EG, the world’s second largest concert promoter — and
owner of marquee properties like
Coachella, Staples Center in Los
Angeles and the O2 Arena in London (where
it has a 100-year lease) — is staffing back up
for the return of concerts.
Billboard has learned that AEG has begun
bringing back part-time and full-time
employees who had been furloughed or saw
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TOP MUSIC LAWYERS
Behind every artist, songwriter and music producer is a trusted group of advisers who provide
guidance, advice and negotiate deals. Billboard’s
6th annual Top Music Lawyers list will recognize
the biggest names and most prominent legal
minds in the world of music and
entertainment law. They are the deal makers
behind
the major contracts and lawsuits in the music
industry.
This feature will also include a round-up of top law
schools attended by the notable alumni on the
Top Music Lawyer list.
Please join Billboard in congratulating this year’s
music power lawyers. Advertise and position your
law firm to the decision makers in the industry who
are always in need for the best legal counsel.
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other 71.9%. Social entertainment monthly
average users may have decreased 4.3%, but
their average revenue per user grew 26.3%
to become more than 18 times larger than
online music’s ARPU.
But music revenues are picking up steam
through the use of a paywall, improved
subscriber retention and a 100% gain in
advertising revenue in the fourth quarter.
The growth will continue into 2021, said
Tony Yip, Chief Strategy Officer, during
the earnings call, and the company expects
“average net [user] adds to be approximately
45 million per quarter” during the year. It’s
music to investors’ ears: shares of Tencent
Music have risen 234% to $30.87 from $9.22
a year ago.
Financial results
• Fourth quarter revenues rose 14.3% to
RMB 8.34 billion ($1.28 billion).
• Fourth quarter profit rose 16.5% to RMB
1.21 billion ($185.9 million).
• 2020 revenues rose 14.6% to RMG 29.2
billion ($4.5 billion).
• 2020 profit rose 5% to RMB 4.18 billion
($641.4 million).
Music service metrics
• Revenue from online music services
rose 29% to $423 million in the fourth quarter and grew 30.7% to $1.43 billion in 2020.
• Monthly mobile users: 622 million,
down 3.4% year over year.
• Subscribers were 56 million, up 40.4%
from 39.9 million.
• Fourth quarter music subscription revenue grew 41.9% year over year.
• Average revenue per music user: RMB
9.4 ($1.44), up 1.1%.
Social entertainment metrics (for December 31, 2020)
• Month mobile users were 223 million,
down 4.3%.
• Subscribers were 10.8 million, down
14.3%.
• Average revenue per user: RMG 172.1
($26.45), up 26.3%.
Subscriptions and live performances
are growing.
• Subscriber conversion ratio (of free users) was 9% in 2020 up from 6.2% at the end
of 2019.
• Subscriber retention has improved every quarter since the first quarter of 2019.

• TME Live hosted more than 50 online
live performances in 2020 (by Billie Eilish,
aMei, Mayday and others) and 25 in the
fourth quarter.
Non-music audio continues to play a
vital role
• In the fourth quarter, long-form audio
reached 14.8% of monthly active users
(about 90 million), up from 5.5% a year earlier, and reached 90 million monthly active
users.
• TME believes that long-form audio’s
total addressable market is similar to music
and in the high several hundred millions.
• The number of licensed titles in the
fourth quarter was up 370% (year over
year).
• Non-music audio is not cannibalizing
music listening. “When we provide audio content to our music users, they don’t
switch off and listen less to music. The
actually end up increasing total time spent”
listening, said Tony Tip, Chief Strategy Officer.
2021 forecasts
• Revenue growth will increase to about
20% from 16% in 2020.
• The long-form audio user base will
double.

Concord
Promotes Bob
Valentine to
President, Kent
Hoskins to CFO
BY DAN RYS

C

oncord has continued to shuffle
its executive ranks, announcing
Tuesday (March 23) that chief financial officer Bob Valentine has
been promoted to president of the company,
while publishing CFO Kent Hoskins has
been promoted to replace Valentine as
CFO. Both execs will report to CEO Scott
Pascucci, with their promotions effective
immediately.

Valentine has been working with Concord
in one form or another since becoming CFO
of the Concord Music Group in 2005, and
worked in top finance and operations roles
as Concord’s various entities shifted amid
acquisitions and mergers through the years,
before retaining the CFO title in 2015 upon
the merger of Concord and Bicycle, which
became just Concord in 2019. As president,
he’ll be in charge of the overall business
alongside Pascucci, tasked with leading
acquisitions, expanding into new markets
and businesses and generally expanding
the scope of the company for its artists and
partners.
“I’m extraordinarily proud and humbled
by the growth and success of Concord, and
even more thankful for the many, many
people who have worked so hard to make
Concord what it is today,” Valentine said in
a statement. “Scott, our Board and I have
developed an outstanding working partnership and I look forward to continuing our
collective mission to make Concord the
leading independent, worldwide leader in
the music industry.”
Hoskins, meanwhile, has held top financial positions at Boosey & Hawkes Music
Publishers from 2001, when he became
its group financial controller, before the
company’s sale to Imagem in 2008, when
he became Imagem U.K.’s CFO, before being
promoted to global head of finance in 2015.
When Imagem was acquired by Concord in
2017, he took on the role of CFO of Concord
Music Publishing, overseeing the catalog
acquisitions of Pulse Music Group, Samuel
French and Sikorski, among others.
“Having worked in the music industry
for almost 20 years, I am honored and
delighted to be taking up the Concord CFO
role,” Hoskins said in a statement. “The
team at Concord persistently delivers the
creative passion and stewardship of their
artists, writers and authors with an astute
and highly successful growth strategy. I look
forward to Concord continuing that success
and thank Scott Pascucci and Bob Valentine
for their continued support.”
The promotions today follow two
more top-level moves in January,
when Victor Zaraya was promoted to COO
of Concord and Ruth Martinez was named
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PRIMARY WAVE 15TH ANNIVERSARY
On April 24, Billboard will salute Primary Wave Music on its 15th
anniversary.
Founded in 2006, Primary Wave Music is home to some of the
most iconic songwriters and artists across the history of recorded
music including Bob Marley, Stevie Nicks, Frankie Valli & the Four
Seasons, Smokey Robinson, Whitney Houston, Burt Bacharach,
Olivia Newton-John, and many more.
With offices in New York, Los Angeles, Austin, Nashville and
London, Primary Wave Music has embraced an entrepreneurial
spirit, offering and executing proactive one-of-a-kind ideas,
unique services and marketing campaigns for our artists. Primary
Wave has earned a stellar reputation for being forward thinking
and re-introducing classic artists and their music into the modern
marketplace as well as nurturing young talent to become legends
themselves. This success is based upon their team of seasoned
and creative executives collaboratively working together closely
with our artists as partners. As a company, Primary Wave strives
for excellence in the pursuit of iconic artists and catalogs that not
only reflect great artistry, but moments of culture.
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chief people officer. Those moves followed
then-COO Jim Selby’s shift to chief publishing executive, replacing Jake Wisely,
who stepped down last September.
“Bob has been a key contributor to
Concord’s evolution and growth over the
better part of twenty years,” Pascucci said
in a statement. “He takes great pride in the
history and culture of the company and understands as well as any of us the work and
dedication that our entire team has invested
in the dramatic evolution of Concord. This
is a well-deserved promotion in recognition
of his invaluable contributions to the future
vision of Concord.
“He will be replaced by Kent Hoskins,
another extraordinary executive who has
been serving as CFO of both Concord Music Publishing and Concord Theatricals,”
Pascucci continued. “His transition to
CFO of the entire company will be seamless and the entire Board looks forward to
working even more closely with Kent in
the coming years.”

SoundCloud
Names Drew
Wilson COO &
CFO
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

S

oundCloud has named Drew
Wilson chief operating and chief
financial officer, effective April 1.
Wilson comes to SoundCloud
from First Look Media, where he also
served as chief operating and chief financial officer. He has also held CFO roles at
AwesomenessTV and RLJ Entertainment/
AcornTV, and served as divisional CFO and
worldwide operations controller at Discovery Communications. He currently sits on
the boards of The Gotham/Independent
Film Project and Women of Color Unite,
both of which are dedicated to elevating
diverse voices in media.
In his new role, Wilson will oversee all
of SoundCloud’s finance and operations,

including workplace and people function. He’ll report directly to SoundCloud
CEO Michael Weissman, who was tapped
to succeed Kerry Trainor in the role in
December 2020.
Wilson’s hire comes amid a host of recent
changes at the streaming service, including
the recent introduction of a “user-centric” royalty system for some of its artists,
which pays out based on how many fans
listen to their music as opposed to the number of times it gets streamed. That implementation, which is slated to coincide with
Wilson’s first day on the job on April 1, will
make SoundCloud the first major streaming
platform to pivot away from the streambased royalty payment system that has long
been the standard among DSPs.
SoundCloud also recently entered the
gaming space with its first-ever livestreamed
gaming tournament on Feb. 18, featuring
a halftime performance from rapper Rico
Nasty. That initiative is designed to prop up
existing SoundCloud creators by giving them
the opportunity to win additional fans among
the online gaming community.
“I am excited to have Drew join SoundCloud,” said Weissman in a statement. “He
is an entertainment industry leader with an
incredibly strong business, operational and
financial background, driving media organizations during a time of transformative
change. His unique perspective in building
business around emerging creative talent alongside his operational and financial
skills, makes him the ideal fit for us as we
continue to grow and expand our business
into a next generation music entertainment
company.”
Wilson added, “I am thrilled to have the
opportunity to join SoundCloud and to work
with Mike Weissman on expanding the
company’s strategic vision and operational
effectiveness. SoundCloud is well suited to
grow and serve its young artist and listener
community while taking advantage of new
opportunities and changes in the market.
SoundCloud is a dynamic company with
great smart innovative people. I look forward to learning more about the company’s
operations to help optimize performance
and identify opportunities to expand the
business.”

Alfonso PerezSoto Elevated to
Warner Recorded
Music’s President
of Emerging
Markets
BY BILLBOARD STAFF

W

arner Music Group has
elevated longtime executive Alfonso Perez-Soto to president, emerging
markets at Warner Recorded Music.
Perez-Soto’s portfolio of emerging markets covers a lot of ground and includes
Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and
North Africa, India and South Asia, the
Eastern Mediterranean and Eastern Europe.
He’ll continue to be based in Miami and
will report to Simon Robson, president of
international at WRM.
Warner Music said a majority of music
streaming consumption (around 60%)
across Perez-Soto’s focus regions is of local
artists, so it will be bolstering its A&R presence in those territories through a “combination of direct signings and key label
partnerships.” According to its estimation,
there are some 3.2 billion people on PerezSoto’s map.
In recent years, WMG has opened affiliates in India, Turkey and the Middle East,
and has inked a string of strategic deals with
key labels and distributors, including Doğan
Music (Turkey), Ziiki Media (Punjabi music), Africori (Africa), Sky Digital (Punjabi
music) and Tips Music (Bollywood).
“I want to unlock huge opportunities for
artists from the diverse tapestry of countries
that we classify as emerging markets,” said
Perez-Soto. “I’ll work round the clock to
build a global stage for them to stand on,
connecting them with fans in their home
countries and far beyond.”
Robson added: “The increasing connectivity of music fans in emerging markets is
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On April 24th, Billboard will publish its annual
International Power Players list. This issue
will profile the leaders in the global music
industry including the label executives,
concert promoters, managers, talent
agents and lawyers, and recognize their
achievements. Advertise and congratulate
this year’s International Power Players to
reach an influential audience of
decision-makers worldwide.
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opening doors for artists worldwide, but the
huge volume of music on streaming services
means that, more than ever, they need a
partner who can help them cut through
and find an audience. We believe that these
markets are set to be ever more culturally
influential as the music market becomes
more global in the years to come.”
Perez-Soto joined the company in 2005
as vp of business development for Latin
America and US Hispanic markets. He was
bumped up to senior vp in 2012 and in 2017
originated the position of senior vp, global
business development and chief commercial
officer, emerging markets. A year later he
was elevated once again to executive vp of
Eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa.
Earlier in his career, Perez-Soto held
stints at Telefonica, Universal Music Group
and Nokia.

Canada’s Biggest
Indie CD & Video
Distributor Is
Shutting Down
BY KAREN BLISS

M

ontreal’s Distribution Select,
the largest independent distributor of CDs and videos in
Canada, is shuttering its operation July 2 due to declining physical music
sales exacerbated by the pandemic, says its
owner, Quebecor Sports and Entertainment
Group.
The Montreal distributor, which represents a catalog of more than 3,900 physical
audio titles, 1,300 DVD titles and 63,000
digital audio titles, struggled to sell physical
product when non-essential goods became
unavailable for sale in retail businesses in
Quebec for most of the past 12 months. But
like many distributors that relied heavily on
physical sales, Distribution Select has also
seen declining revenues in recent years as
consumers’ preference has shifted to digital
content.
“New technologies have revolutionized

consumer listening habits and the shift to
digital continues to transform the music
industry,” Quebecor said in a statement last
week. “The music distribution business has
been disrupted by the changes, particularly the abrupt disappearance of physical
media.”
Distribution Select leaned heavily on
physical sales of French-language albums in
the Quebec market. While it controls over
52% of the French music share in the province, between 2016 and 2020 the number of
units it sold decreased by 54%, and album
sales fell by 70% over the same period,
according to figures provided to Billboard
from Quebecor.
The media giant, which owns magazines,
newspapers, television and radio stations, is
still committed to supporting and developing the Canadian music business, says
CEO Martin Tremblay. He pointed to the
launch during the pandemic of streaming
platform QUB musique (designed for local artists), the purchase of the 1,300-seat
Théâtre Capitole in Québec City and last
month’s acquisition of francophone label
Audiogram.
“We will continue to be a leader and
we plan to increase our investment in the
industry,” Tremblay said.
Despite an increase in overall recorded
revenues of 8.1% in 2019, Canada’s physical
revenues declined by 11.3%, twice the rate of
global physical decline that year, according
to the IFPI. The closure of Canada’s leading
independent distributor, Sound City Music
Entertainment, likely contributed to a 30%
dip in vinyl revenues. Revenues from CD
sales and other physical formats actually
increased 4.7% in 2019 in the country, the
IFPI noted. Physical revenues fell by 1.7%
overall in 2020 but vinyl revenues rebounded strongly, growing by 43.2%, according to
the IFPI report released on Tuesday (March
23).
Quebecor owns four labels (Audiogram,
Musicor, STE-4 and MP3 disques) and three
performance venues (Videotron Centre,
Théâtre Capitole and Baie de Beauport).
In addition to owning in-house label Musicor, Distribution Select deals with many
Canadian labels, including ANALEKTA, RV
international, Les Disques Tempête, MP3

(Mario Pelchat), Melon Miel (Ginette Reno)
and international labels such as Wagram
and AMPED.
Canadian music executives said Distribution Select’s decision to shutter operations
could have ripple effects.
“This is a testament to a struggling industry,” Tim Potocic, chair of the Canadian
Independent Music Association (CIMA), an
advocacy group representing the country’s
independent music sector, and co-owner
of Sonic Unyon Records, tells Billboard.
“Losing Select Distribution not only
compromises the Canadian industry, but it
puts the international labels at risk of not
having boots on the ground in Canada to
create awareness for their artists within our
borders.”
Geoff Kulawick, president of True North
Records and Linus Entertainment, predicts
“there will be more changes in the Canadian
physical distribution landscape in the near
future,” while acknowledging he doesn’t use
Distribution Select.
Potocic says CIMA will continue to lobby
the government to make it aware of the
hardships being felt throughout the entire
independent music ecosystem.

SXSW Is
Returning to an
In-Person Event,
Announces 2022
Dates
BY TAYLOR MIMS

F

ollowing the conclusion of SXSW’s
2021 online edition last week, the
Austin festival has announced inperson dates for 2022. Next year
the festival will run from March 11-20 in
Texas.
“We at SXSW are hopeful that once
people feel it’s safe enough to return to what
will be the new normal of life, there will be
a real enthusiasm for getting back to the
things that brought them joy or opportunity
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or just the simple need to be out amongst
humanity,” festival organizers said in a
release. “We can’t wait to bring people together once again to meet and share ideas.”
The festival is working alongside Austin
Public Health to bring the storied event
offline by next year with the health department’s Interim Authority Dr. Mark Escott stating in a release, “I’m very confident
that SXSW will look normal, or near-normal
next year.”
For 2021’s online event, SXSW continued
to bring big names, including political leader Stacey Abrams, U.S. Transportation secretary Pete Buttigieg, Together Apart podcast
host Priya Parker, bestselling author Charles
Yu, and legendary musician Willie Nelson.
The film festival saw premieres of opening night headliner Demi Lovato: Dancing
With the Devil, centerpiece film Tom Petty,
Somewhere You Feel Free, and closing night
film Alone Together. SXSW Online audiences were able to delve into a diverse program
of high-caliber films across 75 features, 53
films from first-time filmmakers, 84 short
films, 20 virtual cinema projects, and 30
special events.
For the music festival, SXSW took audiences around the globe into the artists’ home
countries and truly unique settings for oneof-a-kind performances from a Norwegian
cable car and Abbey Road Studios to a Brazilian greenhouse cafe and a Taoist temple.

Warner Music
& Tencent to
Form Joint
Label, Extend
China Licensing
Agreement
BY GLENN PEOPLES

W

arner Music Group and
Tencent Music Entertainment Group say they will
expand a multi-year licensing agreement and form a joint record label.
Under terms of the deal announced
Monday (March 22), Tencent will continue
to make WMG’s repertoire available across
all of its online platforms in mainland China,
including QQ Music, Kugou Music and
Kuwo Music, as well as its live-streaming
platforms and WeSing, an online karaoke
platform.
Tencent will also make Warner Music’s
repertoire available in mainland China via
TME’s online music platforms on certain
connected devices, such as in-car audio systems. The companies did not say how long
the renewed licensing agreement will last.
The companies also agreed to launch a
new joint venture record label, leveraging
Warner Music’s global resources and experience in supporting artists’ careers, and Tencent’s sway in mainland China’s music and
entertainment market. The two companies
plan to work together “to discover unique
talent and content” and “showcase ‘new
generation’ artists to the global music market,” said TC Pan, TME Group vp content
cooperation, in a statement. Artists signed
to the unnamed label will have the benefit
of Tencent Music’s 622 million monthly
users.
The joint label follows news last month
that Universal Music Group imprint Geffen Records would form a joint label with
HYBE — formerly Big Hit Entertainment,
the Korean label behind BTS — to be based

in Los Angeles. Although the partnerships
are in different countries, the joint labels put
Warner and Universal into Asian markets
where they don’t have the same presence as
they do in the Americas and Europe.
Tencent and Warner Music have yet to
work out details around the new joint label,
including its timing and the music genres it
will focus on, a Warner Music spokesperson
tells Billboard. “We have agreed to the JV,
but it’s early days,” she says.
The new Warner-Tencent Music partnership continues a relationship that extends
more than a decade, according to a press
release. In one of their first deals together,
in 2014, Warner entered an agreement
with Tencent Holdings Ltd. — a social media
and gaming company now worth $781 billion — to become the first major label to
license its music to an internet provider on
mainland China. Tencent Holdings spun
off Tencent Music in December 2018.
Warner is the last of the three majors to
form a joint venture with Tencent Music.
UMG announced its plan to form a record
label with the streaming company in 2020,
while Sony Music created a new music
brand, EDM-focused Liquid State, in 2018.
The two other major labels also have
financial ties to the Chinese company.
Warner and Sony Music purchased 68.1
million shares of Tencent Music for $200
million in October 2018. In return, Tencent
Music purchased 10% of Warner’s shares
on the day Warner started trading on the
New York Stock Exchange on June 2, 2020.
In December 2020, Tencent Music’s parent
company, Tencent Holdings., acquired a 10%
stake in Universal for €3 billion (about $3.7
billion).
“Our collaboration with TME has already
delivered tremendous results for local and
international artists, and now we’re opening up even more opportunities together,”
said Simon Robson, president, international, recorded music for WMG, says in a
statement. “Alongside our increased investment in artist & repertoire and marketing in
Greater China, this renewed and expanded
partnership means we can help make our
artists impossible to ignore in one of the
world’s fastest-expanding music markets.”
In a global recorded music market worth
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$20.2 billion, China’s was the world’s sevenlargest market with revenues of $590.9
million in 2019, an annual 16% increase, according to the latest global figures released
by the IFPI.
Additional reporting by Alexei Barrionuevo

quired in 2017. Morris quickly rose the ranks
at Paradigm and served on the agency’s
leadership team. He is also a founder of
the of the Chip Hooper Award, given to a
fast-rising young executive each year at the
Billboard Live Music Summit.

AM Only
Founder Paul
Morris Exiting
Paradigm to Work
Exclusively With
Tiesto

SoundCloud Taps
9 Artists for ‘First
on SoundCloud’
Accelerator
Program

BY DAVE BROOKS

P

aul Morris, founder of the AM
Only booking agency and one of
the best known agents in electronic music, is leaving Paradigm
to work exclusively with superstar dance
artist Tiesto, Billboard has learned.
His exit will be timed with the takeover
of the agency by Casey Wasserman in a
deal brokered with Tom Gores, the billionaire brother of Paradigm founder Sam
Gores who had to cede control of the
agency’s famed music department following a liquidity crisis that began during the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic last year. A
source tells Billboard that Morris will focus
full time on Tiesto, one of his longest held
clients, and join the artist’s internal management group. Hits Daily Double was first to
report the news of Morris’ plans.
Morris, a native Londoner who moved
to Gainesville, Florida, as a teen with his
father, got his start promoting parties and
concerts at nightclubs near the University
of Florida. He later relocated to New York
and founded his AM Only booking agency
out of the back of New York’s Breakbeat
Science record shop in 1996, according to a
2015 profile from Billboard. After meeting Chip Hooper, the late Paradigm head of
music, in 2012 Morris sold Paradigm a stake
in AM Only and his company was full ac-

BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

S

oundCloud is amping up its First
on SoundCloud artist discovery
program.
Today, the streaming service
revealed the 9 artists selected to take part
in its new First on SoundCloud accelerator
program: Charmaine, Ela Minus, Kid Quill,
Lourdiz, Otis Kane, Pa Salieu, Payday, Sofia
Mills and SoFaygo. More information on
each can be found below.
Unlike the original First on SoundCloud,
which was introduced in March 2018 to
showcase emerging artists on the platform
via SoundCloud apps, playlists, newsletters and social and out of home advertising,
the accelerator will also see SoundCloud
making a direct investment in each artist by
producing such “career-making firsts” such
as their first “dream collab” projects, merch
drops and cover art.
The campaigns will additionally entail introductory profiles by SoundCloud
guest editor and music journalist Kiana
Fitzgerald; original content such as artist
interviews and exclusive behind-the-scenes
peeks at their first photoshoots; features on
the new “First on SoundCloud” playlist on
the SoundCloud homepage; career development from SoundCloud’s music industry
veterans and experts; and a live event that
will bring together the selected artists with
the SoundCloud community.
Each of the artists will receive a further

lift by having their participation in the accelerator announced by artists and tastemakers
including D Smoke, Rico Nasty, creative
photographer and designer Ciesay of Places
+ Faces and NBA star De’Aaron Fox.
Since its inaugural edition in 2018, First
on SoundCloud has helped launch the
careers of such artists as Cuppy, Che Lingo,
Kehlani, Baby Rose and Lil Tecca.
“We’re very excited to introduce this
new class of breakout emerging artists, all
sharing the special qualities that represent
the SoundCloud artist community at its core
— they’re innovative, original, and DIY at
heart,” said Erika Leone, vp, brand marketing at SoundCloud. “‘First on SoundCloud’
has always been about amplifying emerging
artists and driving discovery for listeners.
With the new accelerator program we’ll
work directly with the artists over this year
to help them drive real, meaningful advances in their careers, while helping them reach
new creative milestones and growing their
global fan-bases.”
The announcement of the accelerator
program comes amid SoundCloud’s increasing efforts to position itself as an artistfriendly standout in the streaming arena.
Earlier this month, the company announced
the April 1 rollout of a “user-centric”
royalty system for some of its artists, which
will pay out based on how many fans listen
to their music as opposed to the number of
streams it gets. On Feb. 18, the platform also
hosted its first-ever livestreamed gaming tournament, designed to give existing
SoundCloud creators exposure in the online
gaming community.
Further information on First on SoundCloud’s 2021 artists:
Charmaine
Zimbabwe-born, Toronto-based hip-hop
artist Charmaine first uploaded music to
SoundCloud when she was seventeen in 2012,
and today she’s one of Canada’s most buzzedabout new artists. Drawing influence from
rappers like Lil Jon, Dem Franchize Boyz, and
Lil Scrappy, Charmaine blends brash hip-hop
swagger and addictive R&B in her unique
style of music.
Ela Minus
Colombia-born, NYC-based Ela Minus is a
true DIY artist who designs and builds hard-
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ware synthesizers and performed, produced
and recorded her 2020 debut album Acts of
Rebellion entirely by herself. Self-made and
punk in spirit, Ela puts her own spin on traditional electronic music that is complex and
exudes a vibrant warmth.
Kid Quill
Hailing from Indianapolis, Kid Quill’s
music combines melodic rap verses, witty
hooks, and old school hip-hop samples. Jump
starting his career with a top 10 charttopping album in 2016, Quill has amassed
120M+ streams, performed at festivals like
Lollapalooza and Firefly Festival, toured with
artists Bryce Vine, Quinn XCII, and Skizzy
Mars, and built a loyal fanbase.
Lourdiz
Beginning her music career as a songwriter
for the likes of Anitta, blackbear, G-Eazy and
other now-superstars, San Antonio native/
LA resident Lourdiz is establishing her own
genre-bending sound that’s cutting through.
Lourdiz began sharing her personal work on
SoundCloud in 2019, drawing inspiration from
her rich Mexican heritage, personal experience and perspective.
Otis Kane
LA-based artist Otis Kane’s natural talent
as a singer, songwriter and producer has led
him to work with some of music’s very best,
including Pink Sweat$, Julia Michaels, Wiz
Khalifa, The Jonas Brothers, and more. Otis
first shared his work on SoundCloud in 2014,
and his 2020 debut EP Therapy garnered
worldwide attention featuring his soulful
vocals and melodic production.
Pa Salieu
British-Gambian rapper Pa Salieu blends
West African sounds into his style of UK
rap. Since his single “Frontline” became the
most played track of 2020 on BBC 1Xtra, Pa
Salieu’s profile continues to rise globally with
late night television performances and collaborations with everyone from FKA twigs to
Virgil Abloh.
Payday
17-year-old artist Payday spent her childhood bouncing state-to-state, with music
becoming the one reliable source to express
herself. At just 8-years-old, she started making music and by 12, began uploading it to
SoundCloud. She has since independently
amassed millions of streams, graced the

covers of taste-making playlists around the
world, and is a welcomed and refreshing
genre-defying voice for her generation.
Sofia Mills
Sofia Mills got her start releasing her
indie-pop infused demos on SoundCloud in
2016, written and recorded in her bedroom in
Rockport, Massachusetts. One year later, her
track “Coffee Breath” went viral on TikTok,
amasseing over 4.5M streams on SoundCloud alone. At just seventeen years old, she
released her first EP All My Pals in 2020.
SoFaygo
19-year-old Cobb County, Georgia rapper
SoFaygo cites Chief Keef, Young Thug, Usher,
and Drake as inspirations for his versatile
style of music-making he describes as “wavy.”
Building a name for himself on SoundCloud
and beyond, SoFaygo has reached 15M+
streams for hit track “Knock Knock” with Lil
Tecca, and garnered attention from famed
rappers like Trippie Redd.

Australia’s
Music Industry
Meets With
Prime Minister
to Talk Future of
Concerts
BY LARS BRANDLE

P

rior to the health pandemic,
Australia’s live sector made a lot
of noise. Last week in the nation’s
capital, the industry got the Prime
Minister’s ear for a round of talks on fully
reactivating the live space.
Australia was home to a billion-dollarplus live entertainment space, before
COVID closed venues and shut borders
everywhere. As the calendar turns to the
cooler months, Australia would appear to be
approaching a return to normal. Community
transmissions around the country are at or
close to zero, and venues are opening their
doors, albeit with reduced capacities.

Looks can be deceiving.
With the so-called JobKeeper cliff fast approaching — that moment later this month
when the government’s safety-net wage
subsidies dry up — Australia’s live music
industry isn’t in great health.
Reps from Live Performance Australia
(president Richard Evans and CEO Evelyn
Richardson), APRA AMCOS (president
Jenny Morris and CEO Dean Ormston), live
events (Live Nation president Asia Pacific/
LEIF co-chair Roger Field) and leading
artist managers (Catherine Haridy, John
Watson) met with PM Scott Morrison, treasurer Josh Frydenberg and minister for the
arts Paul Fletcher in Canberra to discuss the
obstacles that are crushing the live industry.
The music and live entertainment industry has “a significant gap“ in Q2 and Q3
and is unable to reach critical mass due to
COVID-19 restrictions, warns LPA in a message to members.
For as long as social-distancing protocols
and tough venue capacities remain in place,
the live industry doesn’t stand a chance.
The solution could be as simple as
unwinding those year-long barriers, and
welcoming back full-houses, live professionals say.
Following those meetings in Canberra,
LPA called on all states and territories to
develop a timeframe which would allow all
live entertainment venues to operate at 100
percent capacity. And with the vaccine rollout now underway, a guarantee that borders
would remain open.
“The challenges of eight different frameworks with anomalies in indoor and outdoor
settings plus lack of consistency across industry sectors is severely impeding business
recovery,” comments Richardson. “We are
concerned that sport and cultural events are
being treated differently, despite the venue
settings being broadly the same.”
Last Monday marked the first day in 12
months that all domestic borders were open.
“We need to keep them open,” says Richardson. “For our live music promoters we also
need certainty we can kick start our summer
touring season in October with full capacity
in all our venues, indoor and outdoor, large
and small.”
National advocacy body the Australian
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Live Music Business Council (ALMBC)
echoed the LPA’s calls to ease restrictions,
as its latest members survey illustrates an
industry in crisis. Almost 70% of live music
businesses have seen their revenue drop by
75-100% since the lockdowns began in 2020,
the report found. And live industry professionals have had little to no income at all.
In a message to members, LPA says it
“eagerly awaits the outcome of our other
requests” and will continue working with
federal, state and territory governments to
implement a Business Interruption Fund.

Daddy Yankee
Named
Songwriter of
the Year at 2021
ASCAP Latin
Music Awards:
Full Winners’ List
BY JESSICA ROIZ

T

he American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP) has unveiled the 2021
winners of the ASCAP Latin
Music Awards on Tuesday (March 23), Billboard has learned.
Honoring the most performed Latin songs
of the past year, Daddy Yankee nabbed the
title of ASCAP songwriter of the year for the
third time, following his songwriter-artist of
the year wins in 2019 and 2017. Yankee has a
total of 42 ASCAP Latin Music Awards.
The reggaeton veteran had a promising
year with many collaborations that included
Sech, Play-N-Skillz, Zion & Lennox, Anuel
AA, and Kendo Kaponi, to name a few. He
closed off 2020 with his Marc Anthony-assisted salsa “De Vuelta Pa’ La Vuelta,” which
arrived at No. 6 on the Hot Latin Songs
chart (dated Dec. 26). His current single
“Problema” debuted at No. 9 on the chart
dated March 13, earning him his 36th top 10

on the list, which blends airplay, streams,
and digital sales.
Meanwhile, Karol G and Nicki
Minaj’s viral collaboration “Tusa,” which
became the first song by two lead female
artists to debut at No. 1 on Hot Latin Songs,
received the ASCAP song of the year award.
“Tusa,” which is an empowering ode to
heartbreak, was written by Keityn and Juan
Camilo Vargas Vásquez and published by
Girl Power Publishing, JCV Music, KCMusic, Kobalt, and Sony Music Publishing.
Sony Music Publishing, behind hits such
as “Tusa,” Alejandro Fernandez’s “Caballero,” and Bad Bunny and Yankee’s “La
Santa,” nabbed the prestigious publisher of
the year award.
“We are so thrilled to honor your amazing achievements of the past year at our
El Premio ASCAP, our annual Latin Music
Awards,” said Paul Williams, ASCAP chairman of the board and president, in a video.
“Once again we will come together in spirit
and solidarity. Starting today, we welcome
your fans from all over the world to join in
and celebrate your success. On behalf of
your ASCAP family, I want to say congratulations to all of this year’s winners for your
incredible musical achievements. Felicitaciones!”
Williams, alongside ASCAP chief executive officer Elizabeth Matthews, EVP and
chief creative officer John Titta, vice president, Latin membership Gabriela Gonzalez
and the ASCAP Latin team hosted a virtual
toast on Monday (March 22) with Sony
Music Publishing president and CEO, Latin
America and US Latin Jorge Mejia, his team
and winning SMP songwriters Keityn, Elena
Rose, Nino Karlo Segarra, Juan Camilo
Vargas Vásquez, Daniel Rondón and Rafa
Rodríguez (The Honeyboos) to celebrate the
award.
Hosted by Colombian singer, rapper, and
songwriter Farina, the event kicked off last
night with a livestream concert featuring
winners Danny Ocean, Elena Rose, and
Vibarco.
The ASCAP Latin Music Awards are
presented until March 25 in both Spanish and English via @ASCAPLatino and @
ASCAP on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook
with the hashtags #ElPremioASCAP and

#ASCAPAwards.
See the complete ASCAP Latin Music
Awards winners list below.
ASCAP Composer of the year: Daddy
Yankee
Song of the Year: “Tusa”
Composers: Keityn, Juan Camilo Vargas
Vásquez
Publishing: Girl Power Publishing, JCV
Music, KCMusic, Kobalt, Sony Music Publishing
Publishing of the Year: Sony Music
Publishing
WINNING SONGS
ADICTO
Composers: Jhay Cortez
Publishing: A Million Dollar Dream, Warner
Chappell
ADMV
Composers: Miky La Sensa, Vibarco
Publishing: Dynasty Publishing Group, Sony
Music Publishing, Universal Music Publishing Group, Vibarco Publishing, Warner
Chappell
AGUA
Composers: Lex Borrero, Jhay Cortez,
Derek Drymon, Mark Harrison, Stephen
McDannell Hillenburg, Keityn, Blaise Smith,
Juan Camilo Vargas Vásquez
Publishing: 22 Words, A Million Dollar
Dream, JCV Music, KCMusic, Sony Music
Publishing, Tunes By Nickelodeon, Universal Music Publishing Group, Warner
Chappell
AY DIOS MIO!
Composers: Danny Ocean
Publishing: OCNS Publishing, Sony Music
Publishing
BLANCO
Composers: Bull Nene
Publishing: Black Koi Entertainment, Warner Chappell
BONITA
Composers: Mauricio Rengifo, Sebastián
Yatra
Publishing: Universal Music Publishing
Group, Warner Chappell
CABALLERO
Composers: José Luis Roma
Publishing: Sony Music Publishing
CADA VEZ TE EXTRAÑO MÁS
Composers: Miguel Luna
Publishing: Editorial LGA Nueva Gener-
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ación, Pacific Latin Copyright
CARAMELO
Composers: Gotay El Auténtiko, Yazid Rivera López, Felix Ozuna
Publishing: Gotay Autentik Music Publishing, Kobalt, Los Tesla Publishing, My Money
3
CON TUS BESOS
Compositores: José Ángel Del Villar
Publishing: BMG, Del World Song
DÁKITI
Compositores: Jhay Cortez, Mora
Publishing: A Million Dollar Dream, RSM
Publishing, Universal Music Publishing
Group, Warner Chappell
DEFINITIVAMENTE
Composers: Daddy Yankee, Nekxum
Publishing: Cangris Publishing, Nerdy Beats
Publishing, Sony Music Publishing, Universal Music Publishing Group
EL CIRCO
Composers: El Fantasma
Publishing: Melodies Of Afinarte, Melodies
Of Rigoletto Music Publishing
EL ENVIDIOSO
Publishing: Melodies Of Afinarte, Melodies
Of Rigoletto Music Publishing
ESCONDIDOS
Composers: Abbel
Publishing: Editora Anval
ESTA VEZ SOY YO
Composers: Mario Ernesto Martínez Cuevas
Publishing: De Calibre Music
FANTASÍA
Composers: Chris Jedi, Luis E. Ortiz Rivera,
Nino Karlo Segarra
Publishing: Isla Estrella Publishing, Jedy
Squat Music, ORL Music Publishing, Sony
Music Publishing, Warner Chappell
FANTASÍAS
Composers: DJ Urba, Eric Duars, Windel B.
Edwards, Farruko, Franklin Martínez, Sharo
Towers
Publishing: The Beat Tower Publishing,
Duars Music Publishing, Holl Up, Kobalt, Music By STB, Primestar Hits Music
Publishing, Sony Music Publishing, Urbani
Music Publishing , Warner Chappell
HASTA QUE SALGA EL SOL
Composers: Gotay El Auténtiko, Jamal F.
Rashid
Publishing: Gotay Autentik Music Publishing, Los Tesla Publishing, Mally Mall Music

HAWÁI
Composers: Bull Nene, Jowan, Keityn, Miky
La Sensa, Andrés Uribe, Juan Camilo Vargas
Vásquez
Publishing: Dynasty Publishing Group, JCV
Music, KCMusic, Rudeboyz Publishing,
Sony Music Publishing, Universal Music
Publishing Group, Warner Chappell
KEII
Composers: Chris Jedi, Luis E. Ortiz
Rivera,Nino Karlo Segarra
Publishing: Isla Estrella Publishing, Jedy
Squat Music, ORL Music Publishing, Sony
Music Publishing, Warner Chappell
LA DIFICIL
Composers: Mora
Publishing: RSM Publishing, Universal Music Publishing Group
LA JEEPETA (REMIX)
Composers: Benny Benni, Brray, Flow La
Movie, Myke Towers, Nío García, Juanka
Publishing: Ah Ent Music Publishing,
Canaliense Music, House Of Haze Music,
León Negro Music Publishing, Sony Music
Publishing, Warner Chappell, White World
Music Publishing
LA MEJOR VERSIÓN DE MI (REMIX)
Composers: Joss Favela, Natti Natasha,
Raphy Pina, Romeo Santos
Publishing: Acustic Music, I Love Amiguita,
Kobalt, La Dura De Las Duras Publishing,
Los Magnífikos Music, Sony Music Publishing, Universal Music Publishing Group
LA SANTA
Composers: Daddy Yankee
Publishing: Cangris Publishing, RSM Publishing, Sony Music Publishing, Universal
Music Publishing Group
LA TÓXICA
Composers: Andy Bauza, Everton Bonner,
DJ Joe, Farruko, Franklin Martínez, Luis
Angel O’Neill, Héctor Pagán, Sharo Towers, John Christopher Taylor, Tempo, Lloyd
Oliver Willis
Publishing: Ankk Tempo Music, The Beat
Tower Publishing, Carbon Fiber Hits Publishing, Holl Up, Irish Town Songs, Kobalt,
No Stop Music Publishing, Primestar Hits
Music Publishing, RSM Publishing, Sony
Music Publishing, Trebol Clan Official Publishing, Universal Music Publishing Group
LO QUE TE DI
Composers: Marc Anthony

Publishing: Sony Music Publishing
MAMACITA
Composers: Bruce R. Gaitsch, Gotay El Auténtiko, Madonna
Publishing: Gotay Autentik Music Publishing, Los Tesla Publishing, Warner Chappell,
Webo Girl Publishing
ME GUSTA
Composers: Joan Antonio González, Chris
Jedi
Publishing: Canciones De Caballero Music,
Jedy Squat Music, Universal Music Publishing Group Warner Chappell
ME LA AVENTÉ
Composers: Javier González, Carin León
Publishing: Klak Hits
ME QUEDARÉ CONTIGO
Composers: Eliosbel Galarraga “El Brujo”,
Jacob Forever, Lenier, El Micha, Ne-Yo
Publishing: Kobalt, Pen In The Ground Publishing, Rottboyz, Rottweilas Miami, Songs
305, Universal Music Publishing Group,
Warner Chappell
MUÉVELO
Composers: Daddy Yankee, Kenton Nix
Publishing: BMG, Cangris Publishing,
Contenido Auténtico, Play for Play N Skillz
Music, Skillz for Skillz N Play Music, Sony
Music Publishing, Twenty Fifteen Avenue
Music, VMG West End Copyrights
PORFA
Composers: Esteban “Wain” Higuita Estrada, Feid
Publishing: Dynasty Publishing Group, Universal Music Publishing Group
QUE CALOR
Composers: Bull Nene, Diplo, Keityn, Ronald “El Killa” Hernandez T.
Publishing: BMG, I Like Turtles Music,
KCMusic, Kobalt, Sony Music Publishing,
Warner Chappell
QUÉ PENA
Composers: Wissem Amine Larfaoui
Editoras: Sony Music Publishing
QUE TIRE PA LANTE
Composers: Everton Bonner, Daddy Yankee,
DJ Urba, Philip Smart , John Christopher
Taylor, Lloyd Oliver Willis
Publishing: BMG, C And I Jah Bless Music,
Cangris Publishing, Irish Town Songs,
Kobalt, Sony Music Publishing, Universal
Music Publishing Group, Urbani Music
Publishing
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RITMO (BAD BOYS FOR LIFE)
Composers: Francesco Bontempi, Michael
Gaffey, Peter Wilfred Glenister, Annerley
Gordon, Keith Harris, Giorgio Spagna
Publishing: BMG, Fresh Me Fresh U Music
Publishing, Roynet Music, Warner Chappell
ROJO
Composers: Nicolás Ignacio Jana Galleguillos, Luis Angel O’Neill
Publishing: Black Koi Entertainment,
Kobalt, No Stop Music Publishing, Warner
Chappell
SAFAERA
Composers: DJ Orma, Missy Elliott, Jowell,
Bob Marley, Randy Nota Loca, Sting International, Timbaland, Lloyd Oliver Willis
Publishing: Fifty Six Hope Road Music, Irish
Town Songs, León Negro Music Publishing,
Mass Confusion Productions, ODNIL Music
Limited, RSM Publishing, Sony Music Publishing, Sting International Music, Universal
Music Publishing Group, Warner Chappell
SI ME DICES QUE SI
Composers: Ricardo Arjona, Camilo, Julio
Ramírez Eguía, Farruko, Sharo Towers
Publishing: Arjona Musical, The Beat Tower
Publishing, Holl Up, Sony Music Publishing
SI TE VAS
Composers: Simón Restrepo
Publishing: Universal Music Publishing
Group
SIGUES CON ÉL (REMIX)
Composers: Arcángel, Keityn, Omar Rivera,
Angelo Roca V “Jvy Boy”, Romeo Santos,
Juan Camilo Vargas Vásquez
Publishing: I Love Amiguita, JCV Music, Jvy
Boy Publishing, KCMusic, Kobalt, La Maravilla Music Publishing, Omi Mgmt Publishing, Sony Music Publishing, Universal Music
Publishing Group
TATTOO (REMIX)
Composers: CAMILO, Eric Duars, Rafael
Alfonso Rodríguez, Daniel Ignacio Rondón,
Elena Rose
Publishing: Daniel Rondón Music, Duars
Music Publishing, Rafa Rodríguez, Sony
Music Publishing, Warner Chappell
TE QUEMASTE
Composers: Chris Jedi, Luis E. Ortiz Rivera,
Nino Karlo Segarra
Publishing: Jedy Squat Music, Isla Estrella
Publishing, ORL Music Publishing, Sony
Music Publishing, Warner Chappell

TUSA
Composers: Keityn, Juan Camilo Vargas
Vásquez
Editoras: Girl Power Publishing, JCV Music,
KCMusic, Kobalt, Sony Music Publishing
TUTU (REMIX)
Composers: Camilo, Jon Leone, Richi López
Publishing: Lola Words & Music Publishing,
Sony Music Publishing,Trainer Red Publishing, Warner Chappell
UN DÍA (ONE DAY)
Composers: Lex Borrero, Clarence Bernard
Coffee, Dua Lipa
Publishing: 22 Words, Best Coffee in Town,
Kobalt, RSM Publishing, Universal Music
Publishing Group
VETE
Composers: César Batista, Edgar Wilmer
Semper Vargas, Xavier Alexis Semper Vargas
Publishing: Best Music by Kartier, Editora
De Música Mambo Kingz, RSM Publishing,
Sony Music Publishing, Universal Music
Publishing Group
YO PERREO SOLA
Composers: Nesi
Publishing: RSM Publishing, Universal Music Publishing Group, White Umbrella
YO YA NO VUELVO CONTIGO
Composers: Fabián Pacheco, José Ángel Del
Villar
Publishing: BMG, Del World Son

Kenny Chesney
Pushes Back
Stadium Tour to
2022
BY GIL KAUFMAN

K

enny Chesney had some good
news and bad news for No Shoes
Nation on Monday (March
22). The good news was that
he’s planning to hit the road again on his
postponed Chillaxification summer stadium
tour. The bad news was that it won’t be until
next summer. Chesney, who pushed the the
18-date outing from last summer to this
summer due to the COVID-19 pandemic

lockdown announced this week that the
dates have once again been postponed.
“Here comes reality. We’re moving to
2022,” Chesney said in a tweet announcing
the news. “Where I feel better about us all
being together safely. I’d rather keep everyone safe and know we can rock for years to
come.” In the midst of the rising pandemic,
Chesney pushed the dates back last June,
aiming for a May 1, 2021, kick-off at Raymond James Stadium in Tampa, Florida.
The tour was also slated to hit stadiums
in Milwaukee, Nashville, Atlanta, Kansas
City, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Bozeman, St. Louis, Seattle, Inglewood, Denver, Arlington, Detroit and East
Rutherford before winding up at Gillette
Stadium in Foxborough, Massachusetts on
Aug. 27 and 28.
“We have waited and we have hoped,”
Chesney said. “Talked to medical experts,
stadium people, local officials across the
country. I hate what I’m about to tell you.
With all the progress being made around the
pandemic, there is still too much unknown.
What we’re hearing changes daily... anything
is possible. But if we can only do two-thirds
of an audience? Who decides sho doesn’t get
to come to the show we’ve all been waiting for? If we have to have social distancing
measures, how far apart will you be?”
At press time it was unknown if the rere-booted Chillaxification tour would still
include the same line-up of special guests:
Florida Georgia Line, Old Dominion and
Michael Franti & Spearhead. Chesney said
all current tickets will be honored for the
rescheduled show dates, with refunds available at point of purchase for those who can’t
attend. “If I can give you more than you
expect, it feels like I’m letting you down,”
Chesney said. “And I’d rather let me down
than any of you.
See Chesney’s statement below.
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Rose’s ‘On the
Ground’ Blasts
In Atop Both
Billboard Global
Charts
BY GARY TRUST

R

osé’s “On the Ground” soars in
at No. 1 on both the Billboard
Global 200 and Billboard
Global Excl. U.S. charts.
The double coronation of the song by
the member of South Korean pop quartet BLACKPINK marks a first in the charts’
six-month-plus histories: As BLACKPINK topped the Oct. 17, 2020-dated Global
Excl. U.S. survey with “Lovesick Girls” (also
in its first week on the chart), Rosé, who was
born in Auckland, New Zealand, and raised
in Melbourne, Australia — and who is now
based in South Korea — is the first artist to
have led the list solo and with a group.
Aiding the profile of the song, which
was released March 12, Rosé performed it
on NBC’s The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy
Fallon on March 16.
Plus, Kali Uchis scores her first top
10 on the Global Excl. U.S. chart, where
“Telepatía” rises from No. 13 to No. 10.
Billboard’s two global charts (the latest of
which are dated March 27) began last September and rank songs based on streaming
and sales activity culled from more than 200
territories around the world, as compiled by
MRC Data. The Billboard Global 200 is inclusive of worldwide data and the Billboard
Global Excl. U.S. chart comprises data from
territories excluding the U.S.
Chart rankings are based on a weighted
formula incorporating official-only streams
on both subscription and ad-supported
tiers of audio and video music services, as
well as download sales, the latter of which
reflect purchases from full-service digital
music retailers from around the world, with
sales from direct-to-consumer (D2C) sites
excluded from the charts’ calculations.

‘Ground’ Hits Global 200 Ceiling
Rosé’s “On the Ground” bounds in at No.
1 on the Billboard Global 200 with 92.1 million streams, the week’s top global streaming sum, and 29,000 sold worldwide in the
March 12-18 tracking week.
The song arrived on Rosé’s two-track
release “R – Single” with fellow new song
“Gone,” which enters the Global 200 at No.
29 with 19.6 million streams and 25,000 sold
worldwide.
Silk Sonic, the duo of Bruno Mars and
Anderson .Paak, rises from No. 3 to No. 2
in its second week on the Global 200 with
“Leave the Door Open” and Olivia Rodrigo’s
“Drivers License” lifts 5-3 after it spent
its first eight weeks on the chart at No. 1, a
record rule so far.
Rounding out the Global 200’s top five,
The Weeknd’s “Save Your Tears” pushes 6-4
and “Blinding Lights” ascends 7-5, after each
song reached No. 2.
A week after Drake debuted at No. 1 on
the Global 200 with “What’s Next,” the
track tumbles to No. 9.
Also No. 1 Beyond U.S. ‘Ground’s
Rosé’s “On the Ground” concurrently
charges in at No. 1 on the Billboard Global
Excl. U.S. chart with 85.7 million streams
and 22,000 sold in territories outside the
U.S. in the March 12-18 tracking week.
BTS’ “Dynamite” climbs 4-2 on the Global
Excl. U.S. chart after it totaled eight weeks
at No. 1 (nonconsecutively) in SeptemberJanuary. The latest list marks the second on
which South Korea-based acts have ranked
at Nos. 1 and 2: On the Oct. 17, 2020, chart,
when BLACKPINK’s “Lovesick Girls” debuted at the summit, “Dynamite” placed at
No. 2.
Rosé’s other new track “Gone” debuts at
No. 17 on the Global Excl. U.S. chart with
17.4 million streams and 19,000 sold outside
the U.S.
Olivia Rodrigo’s “Drivers License” pulls
into reverse on the Global Excl. chart for the
first time, falling to No. 3 after it logged its
first nine weeks on the list at No. 1, a record
command in the chart’s history.
The Weeknd’s “Save Your Tears” dips
to No. 4 from its No. 2 Global Excl. U.S.
high and Nathan Evans’ sea shanty “Wellerman” returns to its No. 5 best (6-5),

first reached two weeks earlier.
Plus, Kali Uchis achieves her first top
10 on the Global Excl. U.S. chart, where
“Telepatía” rises 13-10 with 30 million
streams (up 6%) and over 700 downloads
sold outside the U.S. in the week ending
March 18. (Its official video was released the
same day, which will help the song’s impact
on next week’s charts.)
The track is from the Colombian-American artist’s first Spanish-language album, Sin
Miedo (Del Amor y Otros Demonios), which
was released in November and hit No. 3
on Billboard’s U.S.-based Top Latin Albums
chart for three weeks this month. The song,
whose profile has surged thanks in part to
TikTok, has also reached No. 2 on Hot Latin
Songs and become her first top 40 hit on the
Billboard Hot 100, climbing to No. 39.
The Billboard Global 200 and Billboard
Global Excl. U.S. charts (dated March 27)
will update on Billboard.com tomorrow
(March 23). For both charts, the top 100
titles are available to all readers on Billboard.com, while the complete 200-title
rankings are visible on Billboard Pro, Billboard’s subscription-based service. For
all chart news, you can follow @billboard
and @billboardcharts on both Twitter and
Instagram.

Ozuna Set
to Receive
Extraordinary
Evolution Award
at the 2021 Latin
AMAs
BY GRISELDA FLORES

P

uerto Rican star Ozuna is set to
receive the Extraordinary Evolution Award during the sixth edition of the Latin American Music
Awards, Telemundo has announced.
With seven Latin AMAs nominations
this year — including artist of the year and
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collaboration of the year — the “Caramelo”
singer will be honored for his achievements
as an artist who has demonstrated change
and accelerated growth to reach the pinnacle of success in a short period of time.
Previous artists who have been honored
with this award include Becky G (2019)
and Maluma (2018).
The chart-topping 29-year-old reggaeton
artist, who most recently dropped the joint
album Los Dioses with Anuel AA and is
featured on the new animated film Tom and
Jerry, will also perform at this year’s Latin
AMAs, which will take place April 15 and
will be broadcast live from the BB&T Center
in Sunrise, Florida.
Ozuna joins the previously announced star-studded lineup that includes
Maluma, Banda MS, Camilo, Carlos Vives,
Eslabon Armado, Karol G, Los Dos Carnales,
José Luis “El Puma” Rodríguez and Piso 21.
The ceremony will also include a special
tribute to the late regional Mexican singersongwriter Joan Sebastian.
Following safety protocols to protect the
health and safety of all involved, the 2021
awards show will honor some of the most
influential Latin artists of today, as voted by
fans in 25 categories including pop, urban,
tropical, regional Mexican and the newly
added favorite virtual concert.
This year’s top nominees include Karol G
and J Balvin with nine noms each, followed
by Bad Bunny with eight, Ozuna with seven,
and Anuel AA and Camilo with six each.
The 2021 Latin AMAs, hosted by actress
Jacqueline Bracamontes, will air at 7 p.m.
ET on Thursday, April 15, via Telemundo
and will broadcast simultaneously on
Universo and throughout the Americas on
Telemundo Internacional.

Roku to Launch
Branded Content
Studio
BY ALEX WEPRIN

R

oku is getting into the branded
content business.
The streaming platform, which
now has over 50 million active
accounts, will launch the Roku advertising brand studio ahead of the TV upfronts
and IAB Newfronts. The new studio will
“produce new creative ad formats and
programming, full-fledged TV programming
for marketers who want to go beyond that
traditional 30 second ad unit,” according to
Roku vp of ad marketing Dan Robbins.
“This might be advertiser-commissioned
TV programs, interactive video ads, new ad
units and more,” Robbins tells The Hollywood Reporter. “This might be Roku filming
and producing a cooking show for a grocery
brand ... Or an adventure documentary for
an outdoor brand that wants to reach cordcutters.”
The company will reveal more details on
the studio, including some of its first clients
and projects, around the upfronts.
To jumpstart its branded content business, Roku has cut something like an
acqui-hiring deal with the comedy studio
and entertainment brand Funny or Die that
will see its “super talented team of producers, editors, designers, creatives and more”
join Roku, according to Robbins, alongside
Funny or Die executives Chris Bruss and
Brian Toombs. As part of the deal, Funny or
Die is exiting the branded content business.
In addition, former Snap executive Rachel
Daly Helfman will join the studio.
The new studio also continues Roku’s
content expansion, with the company acquiring Quibi’s library of programming,
and more recently the library and studio
for This Old House. Those programs, as well
as original programming developed by the
content studio, will live in the Roku Channel
app.
Some campaigns from the studio may also

live on Roku’s home screen, or elsewhere
on the platform such as in third-party apps,
Robbins says.
“The first TV ads were just images over a
radio ad, the first streaming ads were just 30
second TV spots,” Robbins says. “Our goal
with this content studio is to help marketers
create something entirely new for streaming, and to build branded content for a
world where all TV is streamed.”
This article was originally published
by The Hollywood Reporter.
If you purchase an independently reviewed
product or service through a link on our website, we may receive an affiliate commission.

NBA YoungBoy
Arrested by FBI
After LAPD Car
Chase: Report
BY GIL KAUFMAN

R

apper NBA YoungBoy was arrested by the FBI in Los Angeles
on Monday (March 22) after
reportedly fleeing from LAPD
officers after an attempted traffic stop on an
outstanding warrant.
According to Baton Rouge’s WBRZ, the
21 year-old MC (born Kentrell DeSean Gaulden) was reportedly taken into custody after
Los Angeles police tried to pull his car over
in connection with an outstanding federal
warrant.
Following a short pursuit, Gaulden (who
also goes by YoungBoy Never Broke Again)
stopped the car and reportedly took off on
foot as officers brought in a K-9 unit to track
him down. LAPD officers reportedly found
a firearm in his vehicle, though WBRZ
reported that it was unclear if it belonged to
the rapper; at press time a spokesperson for
NBA YoungBoy and the rapper’s attorney
had not returned requests for additional
comment on the arrest.
According to an LAPD spokesperson, the
FBI is handling the booking and charging
in the case; an FBI spokesperson told Bill-
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board on Tuesday morning (March 23) that
the bureau cannot comment on ongoing
investigations, declining to confirm whether
the rapper was in their custody.
Gaulden was arrested in his native Baton
Rouge in September on the set of a video
shoot along with 16 others on weapons and
drug charges, with the FBI reportedly looking into the matter. According to the Baton
Rouge Sheriff Office’s website at the time,
the artist was charged with possession of a
schedule 1 drug, as well as distributing and
manufacturing of schedule 2 and 4 drugs.
There was no mentions of firearms charges
following that arrest.
“Kentrell Gaulden is innocent of the
crimes he was arrested for yesterday evening. He did not possess any firearms nor
did he possess any controlled dangerous
substances,” his attorney James Manasseh
told Billboard after the September arrest.
According to Manasseh, law enforcement
officials arrived after receiving a tip that
guns were present, and allegedly without
evidence that there had been a crime. “No
firearms or controlled dangerous substances
were found on Mr. Gaulden’s person or in
his immediate control.”
The MC had several run-ins with the
law last year, including an arrest in February in Atlanta on a disorderly conduct
charge and the arrest of his associate Trulondrick Norman in June on a second degree
murder charge from a 2016 non-fatal driveby shooting in Louisiana.

Making ‘Tusa’:
How Two Men
Wrote the Karol
G & Nicki Minaj
Female Anthem
BY LEILA COBO

“T

usa,” the song performed
by Karol G (and later
remixed with Nicki Minaj)
which has become a global

anthem for heartbroken women ready to get
back on their feet, was not originally conceived as a female-performed song.
In fact, says songwriter Keityn (real name
Kevyn Mauricio Cruz Moreno) — who
wrote the bulk of the track with his Colombian pal Ovy on the Drums (Daniel Echavarría Oviedo) — the song wasn’t even going
to be titled “Tusa.”
But “Tusa” it eventually became, and today, it was announced as the song of the year
at the ASCAP Latin Music Awards. Keityn,
who is signed to Sony Music Publishing, is
listed as the track’s composer affiliated with
ASCAP along with manager Juan Camilo
Vargas Vasquez. (Ovy On the Drums, Karol
G and Minaj also have writing credit in the
song).
“It was just another day,” says Keityn, 24,
who was born in Cali, Colombia, but eventually moved to Medellín for his music career.
“I went to Ovy’s house, we were chatting,
and at the end of the day, he sat down to
create. The moment I heard those violins I
thought, ‘Wow, this can be big.’”
The violins would become the intro to the
song, which initially was called “La canción
[The Song],” a reference to Keityn’s storyline
about memories that rush back when that
certain song plays on the radio.
During the writing process, says Keityn,
Karol G called Ovy — a recording artist
known for his production and songwriting
work with Karol G — and he played an early
version of the track for her, but nothing
much happened beyond that.
Karol G wasn’t particularly enthused, and
truth be told, says Keityn, “I didn’t conceive
the song for woman. It talks in third person.
It can be performed by a guy or a girl.”
Several artists heard the song, and Sebastian Yatra came close to recording it, but
didn’t. Months later, Karol G called back
and asked: “Remember that song you guys
played for me?”
By then, Bad Bunny and J Balvin had
jointly released their album Oasis with the
single “La canción.”
So Karol G took the full track, added her rap
(or chanteo) and suggested changing the title
to “Tusa,” a very colloquial Colombian word
that is used in the song and which roughly
translates to “heartache” or “yearning.”

“Honestly, I didn’t like the word,” says Keityn. “It’s too local, too Colombian. I simply
used it because it rhymed. When Karol told
me that was the title, I said, ‘No, I don’t like
that word.’ And she said, ‘Trust me.’”
So he did.
Karol G sent the newly named “Tusa” to
Nicki Minaj, who loved the track and almost
immediately recorded on it. It would go on
to reach No. 1 on Billboard‘s Hot Latin songs
chart.
“It’s a song that a woman or a man can
sing,” says Keityn. “It’s a situation a lot of
people go through so they identify with the
song. Plus, the combination of Nicki with
Karol; that was explosive.”

The Weeknd
Returns to No. 1
on Billboard Artist
100 Chart
BY XANDER ZELLNER

T

he Weeknd logs a 22nd week at
No. 1 on the Billboard Artist 100
chart (dated March 27), rebounding from No. 2, thanks to the continued success of his album After Hours and
its hit singles “Blinding Lights” and “Save
Your Tears.”
“Blinding Lights,” which spent four
weeks at No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 in
April-May 2020, ranks at No. 6 on the latest
list and ties the records for the most weeks
spent in the top 20 and top 40. The song has
now spent 60 weeks in the Hot 100’s top 20
(matching Post Malone’s “Circles”) and 63
weeks in the top 40 (tying Imagine Dragons’
“Radioactive”). The song also extends its
mark for the most weeks spent in the top 10
(54), after also breaking the record for the
most weeks spent in the top five (43).
“Save Your Tears” places just ahead of
“Blinding Lights” on the latest Hot 100 at
No. 5, after reaching No. 4.
After Hours ranks at No. 4 on the Billboard 200 with 32,000 equivalent album
units earned, according to MRC Data (after
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it led for four weeks in 2020), while The
Weeknd’s best-of The Highlights, which also
houses both songs, follows at No. 21 with
23,000 units (after it arrived at its No. 2 best
in February).
The Weeknd has spent the third-most
weeks at No. 1 on the Artist 100, dating to
the chart’s 2014 launch. Taylor Swift leads
with 46 weeks on top, followed by Drake,
with 32.
The Artist 100 measures artist activity
across key metrics of music consumption,
blending album and track sales, radio airplay, streaming and social media fan interaction to provide a weekly multi-dimensional
ranking of artist popularity.
For all chart news, you can follow @billboard and @billboardcharts on both Twitter
and Instagram.

Thomas Rhett Has
No. 1 ‘Country
Song,’ Tenille
Arts and Mickey
Guyton Hit New
Highs
BY JIM ASKER

T

homas Rhett’s “What’s Your
Country Song” simultaneously
ascends to No. 1 on Billboard’s
airplay-, sales- and streamingbased Hot Country Songs chart and Country Airplay, both dated March 27.
The track, released on Valory Music,
rises 2-1 on Hot Country Songs, marking
the second leader (among 17 top 10s) for
the Valdosta, Ga., native. His “Die a Happy
Man” dominated for 17 weeks in 2015-16.
On Country Airplay, “Country” also
climbs 2-1, up by 12% to 33.1 million audience impressions in the tracking week
ending March 21, according to MRC Data. It
drew 7 million U.S. streams and sold 3,000
downloads in the week ending March 18.
Rhett banks his 16th Country Airplay

leader (among 18 top 10s). His prior single,
“Be a Light,” featuring Reba McEntire, Hillary Scott, Chris Tomlin and Keith Urban,
peaked at No. 2 last September. Rhett last
stayed in the penthouse with “Beer Can’t
Fix,” featuring Jon Pardi, last May. He first
led with “It Goes Like This” for three weeks
in 2013.
Rhett co-wrote “Country” with his father,
Rhett Akins, and Jesse Frasure, Ashley
Gorley and Parker Welling. The song namechecks over a dozen country hits, including Merle Haggard’s “Mama Tried” (1968),
Alabama’s “Dixieland Delight” (1983) and
George Strait’s “All My Ex’s Live in Texas”
(1987), as well as the elder Akins’ “That
Ain’t My Truck” (1995).
“’What’s Your Country Song’ was a special one from the beginning for me,” Rhett
tells Billboard. “When I first played a little
[of it] on social media about a year ago there
was a huge reaction and I was so blown
away by how much everyone related. It really is crazy to see it all come full circle one
year later and in such a big way.”
The song is the lead single from Rhett’s
forthcoming LP releasing on April 30, Country Again (Side A), the first half of a double
album. Country Again (Side B) is due later
in 2021.
Rhett’s takeover atop Hot Country Songs
and Country Airplay marks the second
double coronation in three weeks, after Niko
Moon’s “Good Time” (March 13).
‘THAT’ IS QUITE A FEAT Tenille Arts’
debut single “Somebody Like That” reaches
the Country Airplay top 10, lifting 11-10 with
a 4% gain to 18.6 million impressions.
“Somebody,” which was co-written by
Arts, who hails from Weyburn, Saskatchewan, achieves her first top 10 as the song
reaches the tier in its 58th week on the
chart. It completes the longest trip to the
top 10 for a song by a solo woman and the
second-longest overall, after Locash’s “One
Big Country Song” (59 weeks, 2019-20).
Arts attains the first career-opening
Country Airplay top 10 by a woman since
Gabby Barrett achieved the feat with her
freshman track “I Hope” on last year’s
March 21-dated list, before it led in April.
Barrett’s crossover smash has spent 27
weeks atop Hot Country Songs, starting last

July, and ranks at No. 2 in its 99th week on
the chart.
GUYTON’S FIRST TOP 10 Mickey
Guyton’s “Black Like Me” debuts on Country Digital Song Sales at No. 4. The song,
which Guyton performed at the Grammy
Awards, which aired on CBS on March 14,
sold 3,000 downloads in the week ending
March 18, up from a negligible sum.
The arrival awards Guyton her first top
10 on a Billboard chart. Her fourth entry on
Country Digital Song Sales surpasses her
previous high, set when “What Are You
Gonna Tell Her?” hit No. 18 on the tally last
September.
Following the Grammys, “Black Like Me”
is being promoted to adult contemporary
radio.

Pop Smoke’s
‘Shoot for the
Stars Aim for the
Moon’ Breaks No.
1 Record on Top
Rap Albums Chart
BY TREVOR ANDERSON

T

he late Pop Smoke’s posthumous
debut album, Shoot for the Stars
Aim for the Moon, rewrites the
record books atop Billboard’s Top
Rap Albums chart as the project lands its
20th week on top, the most since the chart
began in 2004.
Moon sets the mark on the chart dated
March 27 thanks to 40,000 equivalent album units earned in the week ending March
18, according to MRC Data.
With its 20th week in charge, Moon passes Eminem’s Recovery as the chart’s longest
leader. The latter LP posted 19 nonconsecutive weeks at No. 1 in 2010-11. As the standings change, here’s a recap of the albums
with the most terms at the top:
Weeks at No. 1, Album Title, Artist,
Year(s) at No. 1
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20, Shoot for the Stars Aim for the Moon, Pop
Smoke, 2020-21
19, Recovery, Eminem, 2010-11
16, Take Care, Drake, 2011-12
14, The Marshall Mathers LP 2, Eminem,
2013-14
13, The Heist, Macklemore & Ryan Lewis,
2012-13
12, Hamilton: An American Musical, Original
Broadway Cast Recording, 2015-17
11, DAMN., Kendrick Lamar, 2017
10, The Blueprint 3, Jay-Z, 2009-10
Though the Top Rap Albums chart began
in 2004, Pop Smoke’s album still ranks in
the highest tier of hip-hop projects since the
genre’s mainstream explosion in the 1990s.
On the Top R&B/Hip-Hop Albums chart,
whose history dates to 1965, Moon is the
second-longest No. 1 title among rap sets,
trailing only MC Hammer’s Please Hammer Don’t Hurt Em and its 29-week reign
in 1990. Besides Hammer, only three other
rap LPs have lasted even 20 weeks in the top
five on Top R&B/Hip-Hop Albums before
2004: Dr. Dre’s 1992 classic The Chronic (28), Snoop Doggy Dogg’s Doggystyle the
following year (26) and Ludacris’ Word of
Mouf (21) in 2001.
Unlike its other 10-week-plus No. 1 competitors, Moon’s rise comes after a change in
chart calculations in February 2017. Then,
the Top Rap Albums chart shifted from
ranking albums solely by album sales to a
multi-metric computation that includes album sales as well as on-demand streams and
individual song sales of that album’s tracks.
Moon was released in July 2020, nearly
five months after Pop Smoke was killed
during a home invasion the prior February
at age 20. The album served as his proper
studio full-length debut, after multiple
mixtapes.
Since its release, the album has endured
both thanks to Pop Smoke fans’ extensive
dedication to supporting the late budding
rapper’s catalog as well as a steady stream
of hit radio singles in the last nine months.
Moon’s first four singles – “Dior,” “The
Woo” featuring 50 Cent and Roddy Ricch,
“For the Night” featuring Lil Baby and
DaBaby and “What You Know Bout Love”
– have all reached the top five of the R&B/
Hip-Hop Airplay chart, with the lattermost

joining the club this week through a 6-5 rise.
The latter three also picked up traction
on Rhythmic Airplay, too. “The Woo”
climbed to No. 3 while “For the Night” and
“What You Know Bout Love” led the list for
five and four weeks, respectively. There, current Moon single “Hello,” featuring A Boogie
Wit Da Hoodie, shows early signs of following in its predecessors’ footsteps, as it ranks
at No. 19 in its fifth week on the 40-position
chart. In the latest tracking week, ending
March 21, the track gained 8% in plays across
monitored Rhythmic airplay stations.

Selena Gomez
‘Thrilled’ to Land
First No. 1 on Top
Latin Albums
Chart With
‘Revelación’
BY PAMELA BUSTIOS

S

elena Gomez makes a splashy
entrance on Billboard’s Top Latin
Albums chart as her Revelación EP
debuts at No. 1 on the March
27-dated survey. Her first-ever Spanish-language effort arrives with 23,000 equivalent
album units earned in the U.S. in the week
ending March 18, according to MRC Data —
marking the biggest week for a Latin album
by a woman since 2017.
“I never go into anything expecting a No.
1 so I do not take it for granted,” Gomez
tells Billboard. “It’s always a bit nerve racking before releasing any music because as
artists we put so much of ourselves out
there. For this EP specifically, I was the
most nervous I have been in a long time
because my heritage means so much to me
and I have been talking about doing this for
over 10 years. I wanted it to be perfect. I am
thrilled to see the response from my fans
and also from people who might not have
listened to my other music.”
The Top Latin Albums chart ranks the

most popular Latin albums of the week in
the U.S. based on multimetric consumption as measured in equivalent album units.
Units comprise album sales, track equivalent albums (TEA) and streaming equivalent
albums (SEA). Each unit equals one album
sale, or 10 individual tracks sold from an
album, or 3,750 ad-supported or 1,250 paid/
subscription on-demand official audio and
video streams generated by songs from an
album.
Biggest Week for a Latin Album by a
Woman Since 2017: The seven-track Revelación was released March 12 via Interscope/
IGA. Of its starting sum of 23,000 equivalent
album units, album sales comprise 14,000
and the bulk of the remainder are SEA
units (equaling 12.21 million on-demand
streams of the set’s songs). Selena’s debut
Latin project boasts the biggest week for
a Latin album by a woman in nearly four
years, since Shakira’s El Dorado started with
29,000 units in its first week (chart dated
June 17, 2017).
“Without a doubt the most challenging aspect was having to do all of the sessions over
Zoom,” Gomez adds. “We started recording
the EP right before Covid shut everything
down. In the beginning there were times I
ended up canceling sessions because I found
it so uninspiring not to be in the same room
with everyone. I eventually was able to get
past it and am extremely happy with how
the music came together. [Producer] Tainy
was very patient with me while I worked
through my frustrations.”
First Album by a Woman at No. 1 on
Top Latin Albums Since 2017: Revelación is
the first album by a female act at No. 1 on
Top Latin Albums since Shakira’s El Dorado spent its fifth and final nonconsecutive
week atop the list dated Aug. 5, 2017.
Highest Debut by a Female Solo Act
Since 2016: Gomez also notches the highest
debut by a female solo act since Jenni Rivera’s Paloma Negra Desde Monterrey likewise
debuted atop the list in November 2016. In
between Rivera and Gomez, a collaborative
set by two women launched at No. 1: Gloria
Trevi and Alejandra Guzman’s Versus in
July 2017.
First Female Act to Lead Top Latin Albums and Latin Airplay Simultaneously
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in Over a Decade: As Gomez’s “Baila Conmigo,” with Rauw Alejandro, concurrently
takes over the new Latin Airplay chart,
she becomes the first female act in over a
decade to rule both charts simultaneously.
The last woman to achieve the feat was
Shakira when Sale el Sol and “Loca,” featuring El Cata, ruled both Top Latin Albums
and Latin Airplay, respectively in November
2010.
Elsewhere, Gomez places a total of four
tracks on Hot Latin Songs, all from Revelación — one of which debuts in the top 20:
“Baila Conmigo” with Rauw Alejandro lifts
8-5, “Selfish Love,” with DJ Snake, is at No.
18, “Dámelo To’,” featuring Myke Towers,
starts at No. 20, and “De Una Vez,” re-enters
at No. 50.
“Releasing ‘De Una Vez’ as the first song
was the perfect way to introduce the new
music,” Gomez says. “It’s a song I really related to and I think it’s beautiful with a message of hope and healing. I think all of the
collaborators bring different elements to the
table. With Snake it was great because we
have a history together so on a mere comfort
level that was nice to have. On ‘Dámelo Tó’
Myke brings this smooth rap and it makes
you crave for it to be summer because it has
the kind of vibe. When we were recording
‘Baila Conmigo’ I knew we needed a male
voice on it and Rauw has the ideal sexy,
soulful voice that really complements the
song perfectly.”
Revelación concurrently bows at No. 1
on Latin Pop Albums and at No. 22 on the
all-genre Billboard 200 chart.

Lana Del Rey’s
‘Chemtrails’ Is
Flying to No. 1 In
U.K.
BY LARS BRANDLE

L

ana Del Rey is cruising to a fifth
No. 1 on the U.K. Albums Chart
with Chemtrails Over The Country
Club (Polydor).

At the halfway point in the chart week,
the U.S. singer and songwriter’s latest LP is
outselling the rest of the Top 10 combined,
the OCC reports.
Chemtrails is the best-seller in physical and digital formats so far this cycle. Its
midweek tally of 34,000 combined sales
eclipses the entire first-week effort of her
previous three albums, and the collection
is on track for Del Rey’s best release week
since 2014’s Ultraviolence.
Previously, Del Rey topped the Official U.K. Albums Chart with Born
To Die (2012); Ultraviolence; Lust For
Life (2017); and Norman F**king Rockwell (2019).
Coming in at a distance second on
the Official Chart Update is Justin
Bieber’s latest Justice (Def Jam), while Bob
Dylan’s boxed set 1970 (Sony Music CG)
is at No. 3. If it holds its position when the
chart is published this Friday, Dylan will
snag his 41st U.K. Top 10.
Also new to the midweek chart
is Sting’s collaborative effort Duets (Polydor/UMC), which could give the former Police frontman his highest-charting release
since 2003’s Sacred Love.
London rapper Central Cee completes
the Top 5 with his debut mixtape, Wild
West (Central Cee), down 3-5.
Also new to the chart blast is Brighton
alternative rockers Black Honey with Written & Directed (Foxfive), new at No. 7, while
homegrown heavy metal veterans Saxon are
hovering just outside the Top 10 with Inspirations (Transistors). It’s new at No. 11
and could land the band their highest chart
position in 40 years.
Over in the singles chart race, Nathan
Evans is on target for a second week at No. 1
with his sea shanty “Wellerman” (Polydor),
featuring 220Kid and Billen Ted.

Rob Zombie
Scores First No.
1 on Billboard’s
Top Album Sales
Chart With
‘Lunar Injection
Kool Aid Eclipse
Conspiracy’
BY KEITH CAULFIELD

R

ob Zombie achieves his first
No. 1 on Billboard’s Top Album
Sales chart as his new studio
album, The Lunar Injection Kool
Aid Conspiracy Theory, debuts atop the tally
(dated March 27).
The set was released on March 12 via
Nuclear Blast and launches with 26,000
copies sold in the U.S. in the week ending
March 18, according to MRC Data.
Billboard’s Top Album Sales chart ranks
the top-selling albums of the week based
only on traditional album sales. The chart’s
history dates back to May 25, 1991, the first
week Billboard began tabulating charts with
electronically monitored piece count information from SoundScan, now MRC Data.
Pure album sales were the measurement
solely utilized by the Billboard 200 albums chart through the list dated Dec. 6,
2014, after which that chart switched to a
methodology that blends album sales with
track equivalent album units and streaming equivalent album units. The new March
27-dated chart (where Lunar debuts to No.
1) will be posted in full on Billboard’s website on March 23. For all chart news, follow
@billboard and @billboardcharts on both
Twitter and Instagram.
Lunar’s arrival at No. 1 continues Zombie’s hot streak on the tally, as all seven of
his solo studio albums have reached the top
10. It follows Electric Warlock Acid Witch
Satanic Orgy Celebration Dispenser (No. 5 in
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2016), Venomous Rat Regeneration Vendor (No. 7, 2013), Hellbilly Deluxe 2 (No. 8,
2010), Educated Horses (No. 5, 2006), The
Sinister Urge (No. 8, 2001) and Hellbilly
Deluxe (No. 5, 1998).
Of Lunar’s starting sum of 26,000 sold,
physical album sales comprise 20,000 of
that figure (CDs: 13,200; vinyl LPs: 6,500
and cassettes: 300). The remaining 6,000
were digital albums.
The album’s CD sales were enhanced by
the availability of a special edition of the set,
packaged in a retro cardboard longbox. Lunar was also sold on multiple colored vinyl
LP variants, helping the title debut at No. 1
on the Vinyl Albums chart.
Not only is Lunar the first No. 1 on Top Album Sales for Zombie, but also the first for
Nuclear Blast. The label previously topped
out at No. 2 with Slayer’s Repentless on the
chart dated Oct. 3, 2015.
Lunar also bows at No. 1 on Independent
Albums and Tastemaker Albums. The
latter list ranks the top-selling albums of the
week at independent and small chain record
stores, and Lunar sold 6,300 copies through
those retailers. On the Billboard 200
chart, Lunar starts at No. 9 – the seventh
top 10 for Zombie.
At No. 2 on Top Album Sales, Nick Jonas’ Spaceman debuts with 16,000 sold. It’s
his fourth solo top 10 on the tally. Selena
Gomez’s first Spanish-language project, Revelación, bows at No. 3 with 14,000
sold. It’s her seventh top 10.
Taylor Swift’s former No. 1 Folklore jumps 13-4 with 10,000 sold (up 130%).
Meanwhile, her more recent album, Evermore (another former No. 1), also bounces
back into the top 10. It rises 25-9 with a little
over 6,000 sold (up 88%). Both albums are
basking in the glow of Swift’s performance
and win on the Grammy Awards (March
14). Folklore took home album of the year,
while Swift performed a three-song medley
of Folklore’s “Cardigan” and “August,” and
her Evermore single “Willow.”
Rock band Lake Street Dive debuts at
No. 5 on Top Album Sales with their latest
release, Obviously, selling 10,000 copies. It’s
the second top 10 for the act, who previously reached the region with 2018’s Free
Yourself Up (No. 4). The rest of the top 10 is

comprised of albums all seeing sales gains
thanks to exposure on the Grammy Awards.
Billie Eilish’s previous leader When We
All Fall Asleep, Where Do We Go? is pushed
down 4-6 on Top Album Sales, despite a
gain, due to the number of debuts ahead of
it. When We All Fall Asleep sold 8,000 copies
– up 37%. Eilish performed the non-album
track “Everything I Wanted” on the Grammys, which also won the record of the year
award.
Harry Styles’ former No. 1 Fine
Line moves 8-7 with 7,000 sold (up 27%),
following Styles’ Grammy performance
of the album’s “Watermelon Sugar.” The
tune took home the award for best pop solo
performance.
Black Pumas log their best sales week
yet, as the band’s self-titled album vaults 3910 (matching its previous chart high) with
nearly 7,000 sold (up 156%). On the Grammys, the act performed the album’s “Colors,”
which was also nominated for record of the
year and best American roots performance.
Rounding out the new top 10 is BTS’
former No. 1 Be, falling 6-10 with 6,000 sold
(up 3%). The group performed the Grammynominated “Dynamite” on the Grammys.

Dolly Parton’s
2019 MusiCares
Person of the Year
Gala to Air on
Netflix
BY PAUL GREIN

O

n April 7, Netflix subscribers will
be able to watch Dolly Parton:
A MusiCares Tribute, which
was filmed at the 2019 gala
where Dolly Parton was named MusiCares’
Person of the Year ahead of that year’s
Grammy Awards. And a Netflix subscription
is far cheaper than the $1,000-plus that attendees paid for a ticket to the charity event.
Little Big Town hosted the gala, which
featured performances by Chris Stapleton,

Katy Perry, Leon Bridges, Miley Cyrus,
Shawn Mendes and Yolanda Adams, plus a
performance by the country queen herself.
“I am so happy that Netflix is going to
be showing the MusiCares tribute to me,”
Parton said in a statement. “MusiCares has
done so much for the people in this industry
and continues to be a beacon of light for
those in need. I am so proud and impressed
with all of the great artists. It was such a
joy and a humbling experience to be able to
sit and watch all of the great artists singing
songs that I had written or had been a part
of. I am so thankful to the Grammys and
the people that worked so hard to put this
together, and I hope that you enjoy watching it as much as I did.”
Parton was the first country star to be
named Person of the Year. She was the
seventh female solo artist from any genre to
receive the accolade, following Bonnie Raitt,
Natalie Cole, Gloria Estefan, Aretha Franklin, Barbra Streisand and Carole King.
As the leading music charity, MusiCares is
a safety net supporting people in need who
work in the music community.

